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WINTER TRAVEL & CAMPING TRAINING – FEBRUARY 15-16, 2014
--GAIL LONG
IMSARU requires winter travel and camping certification for all members who want to deploy in the field during the winter season. The exercise is to test knowledge of winter travel and mobility, camp preparation and
maintenance, and overnight shelter construction. It also allows attendees to dial in any cold weather gear and
clothing so they can safely and efficiently operate in winter conditions.
We went to Sunset Mountain, 14 miles past Idaho City, left the parking lot in an active snow storm and settled
in about a mile up the road from the lower parking area. Recent snow left us with an average of 190 centimeters of good snow, suitable for full snow caves. Several members opted to try different types of snow shelters,
including simple trenches with tarps as roofs as well as bivy bags and tarp shelters on top of the snow. One of
the wiser members brought along a four-season tent. Relatively mild temperatures and lack of strong wind
made the work pleasant. There were also some attempts at trenches with block roofs. However, the new snow
did not want to bind with the older, powdery snow below it, making it next to impossible to quarry good snow
blocks…so those shelters became hybrid block roofs with tarps or just tarp roofs.
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The only incident was a near self-immolation
when Amanda apparently had a misadventure during an attempt to pour hot water on noodles. She
quietly endured the flames, apparently hoping that
a fireman (two were in the group) might notice and
come to her rescue. However, the ever-observant
group leader Gregg leaped to the rescue and
helped extinguish the flames.

It’s a dog’s life: Man work; dog watch!
Photo by B. Blurton

In addition to some challenges with the snow,
soaked deadfall made a good campfire difficult.
After a heroic application of hard work, knowhow,
a volley of advice and suggestions, work from a
few volunteers, and a final application of chemicals
supplied by Francisco and Sage, Layne finally
achieved a good fire.

The group’s preparations were tested by a new
snowfall of two to three inches that night. In
the morning, all shelters were intact as were all
IMSARU campers. It was a short morning, due
to many campers needing to leave early. The
remaining members decided to follow suit and
all departed for the parking lot and home. It
was a great learning experience and confidence
builder for IMSARU personnel who might find
themselves out in the snow either on a mission
or during their personal outdoor pursuits.

Get that fire burning!

Photo by B. Blurton

Members attending were Jeff Ball (distracted fireman), Bob Blurton, Chris Brookman, Delinda Castellon, Francisco Castellon, Ron Christensen,
Kammi Cuneo, Dan Herring, Mike Johnson,
Amanda Leader (damsel in distress), Sage Lee,
Phil Lewis, Gail Long, Anthony Mascola, Dell
McNees, Brian Mitchell, Mitch Pelham, Gregg
Rettschlag (leader and rescuer), Dodi Sallee,
Layne Simmons and Greg Weber.
Ready for a cozy night in the snow.
Photo by D. Sallee
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THE SPORTSMAN SHOW – FEBRUARY 27-MARCH 2, 2014
--KEN SWICKARD
The weather was mostly cloudy that weekend, but of
course it rained when we moved the material for our
booth to the Expo site and again when we returned it to
the Compound. This year we were placed in front of the
main roll-up door on the east side of the building, and we
had permission to suspend the litter and Rescue Randy in
a simulated technical rescue tableau. Jeff tried several
positions for this and determined that we could not hang
the litter and Randy safely from the limited attachment
points on the east wall, so Randy became the “victim” in
the litter leaning against the wall, ready for a technical
raise.
Crews of four to six
Photo by K. Swickard
members staffed our
booth on Thursday and Friday evenings, all day and evening Saturday, and Sunday until 1700 hours. All of those shifts except
Friday included at least one K9 handler and dog, who were of
course the star attractions. And the rain returned just in time to
get everyone and everything wet while loading up for the return to
the Compound.
Members participating in setup and staffing the booth included
Bob Blurton, Delinda Castellon, Nathan Channer, Ron Christianson, Don Fridrich, Julie Gibson with K9 Libby, Mike Johnson,
Linda Kearney with K9 Cayenne, Tom Kearney with K9 Ginger,
Rod LeBaron, Phil Lewis, Amy Mart, Brandon Mart, Dell
McNees, Brian Mitchell, Jeff Munn, Mitch Pelham, Layne Simmons, Jamie Simpson with K9 Yoki, Jen Skeldon with K9 Kato,
Kevin Spring, Andy Stehling with K9 Riffle, Ken Swickard, Vicki Swickard, Bryan Walker, Greg Weber, Tom Wheless, Everett
Nothing gets attention like a friendly
furry dog..
Photo by K. Swickard Wood. Also involved was a high school senior who is learning
about IMSARU as her senior project.

THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
Mr. Dodds Hayden of Hayden Beverages for providing facilities for the “Train the Trainers” seminar of the JHPTS program on the weekend of March 14-16. We also thank Dan and Kris Scovel for
making the arrangements for food and beverages, supplying information on lodging choices in the vicinity, and making us all feel welcome. Five IMSARU trackers attended, as part of a roomful of experienced trackers and trainers from as far away as Minnesota, Virginia and California.
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THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
We have received cash donations from the following:
Mr. Warren Greaves

Mrs. Charlotte Garrahan

Mr. Ron Christensen

Elam & Burke, Attorneys at Law as a memorial in honor of Mr. Ed Brandt
Catherine Fitch, Barbara Poston and Kurt Ostwinkle via YourCause, LLC and HewlettPackard for matching these donations
Those who donated to us via the Intermountain Combined Federal Campaign (handled by
United Way of Northern Utah)
Xerox Foundation for a generous grant in recognition of a group of their employees volunteering to help us with a fundraising project.

Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue Unit, Inc. members are all unpaid volunteers
and we never charge the people we are called to help.
NAVIGATION TRAINING PART ONE – MARCH 15, 2014
--SIW LEA
Twenty-one members participated in the GPS and Compass Navigation training at Harrison
Hollow. Chris Brookman did an awesome job in setting up a variety of courses for the teams to
practice on. Thank you, Chris!
Each team had two or three members and was assigned one course. We received an elevation
map of the area that had numerous points marked and a list of instructions that would lead us to
about ten different points. Chris had tied flagging to sagebrush to indicate each point. We were
encouraged to learn/practice how to use our navigation tools by having to switch from the GPS
to the compass, reset various modes in our GPSs, and also deal with some small errors in the
information (such as a missing number), thereby simulating real situations. We went to known
points and unknown points, some with GPS and some with compass bearings. It was a good
mix that ensured we would get a lot of practice in a relatively short time.
It was a lot of fun working through the course, with the added bonus of some exercise going up
and down the hills. Thank you to the experienced team members for their willingness to help
those of us who weren’t as practiced in the use of our equipment.
Members participating were Lacey Baughman, Bob Blurton, Chris Brookman (Instructor), Ron
Christensen, Jamie Evans, John Ferguson, Siw Lea, Rodrick LeBaron, Anthony Mascola, Jeff
Munn, Tom Rand, Gregg Rettschlag, Dodi Sallee, Jamie Simpson, Craig Swan, Liz Swan, Ken
Swickard, Vicki Swickard, Matt Sweeney, Bryan Walker, Scott Walls and Greg Weber.
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NAVIGATION TRAINING PART 2 – APRIL 12, 2014
—NATHAN CHANNER AND KEN SWICKARD
Chris Brookman put together a great course. Most of us met at the Compound at 0700 hours
and three more members joined us at the Highway 55 turnoff toward Horseshoe Bend. At our
staging area along Harris Creek Road, we went over our gear, checked out radios and GPSs to
those who needed them, and set up the GPSs. With the I.C. on top of a ridge acting as radio
relay, we headed up the hillside to our creek crossing so we could make a dry boot crossing.
The bridge was two five-inch logs tied to trees on
either side of the creek, with another log at eye level
to assist with balance. As leader of the pack, Gregg
had previously tested the bridge and assured us it
would hold at least 180 pounds, and it did keep our
feet dry…except for Gregg, who jumped into the
creek to try to retrieve his radio that slipped out of its
holder. Our first casualty of the day was logged with
photos and notes before we got back on task and began our journeys to our respective points.
Each team was given numerous waypoints within the
training area. Some had to be found by UTM, some Briefing for the training..
by compass headings, and some by actual locations
— Photo by K. Swickard
on maps. The teams also were asked at different
times to give the Command Base their locations utilizing Lat/Long and different datums. The
training was great but make no mistake—those hills were steep! Some of us were cursing
Chris in the nicest ways while we were grabbing handfuls of cheatgrass and thorny bushes to
make our ascents of those wonderful hilltops en route to our waypoints.
For those who were not able to attend and do not get much time with a compass or a GPS, we
have to say you missed some great training; if you are able to attend a class like this in the future, you will be helping yourself get used to mission-style navigation and will have greater
confidence in your skills. These skills are perishable, even for those of us who use them many
times a year. Thanks again, Chris, for putting this
together! And thank you, Gregg, for adding that
“extra something” to our training day!
Members participating were Chris Brookman
(instructor), Nathan Channer, Don Fridrich, Taylor
Grisham, Rodrick LeBaron, Ted Marx, Tom Rand,
Gregg Rettschlag, Craig Swan, Liz Swan, Ken
Swickard, Vicki Swickard, Bryan Walker, Scott
Walls and Greg Weber.
It was not a faulty bridge that got Gregg’s feet
wet.
—Photo by K. Swickard
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WILDERNESS SAFETY PRESENTATION – MARCH 18, 2014
--KEN SWICKARD
Mr. Veric Bach, President of Treasure Valley Trail Riders Association, invited IMSARU to
present a wilderness safety class at their monthly meeting. Vicki and Ken Swickard met with
the group at 1830 hours in full call-out gear, and got the standard humorous remarks about not
being able to be seen in the woods, etc. (Bright orange always solicits funny remarks.)
Ken started the presentation with a brief history of IMSARU and the different capabilities within the unit. He also stressed the importance of calling for assistance early in the process when
they think someone may be lost, not waiting until “zero-dark-thirty” to contact authorities.
Most attendees were surprised to hear that IMSARU provides our services at absolutely no cost
to those who need us.
Vicki then discussed the “Rules of Three,” while Ken unpacked his pack on the table and handed out a flyer showing the basic needs of a 24-hour pack and a first-aid kit checklist. Understanding that the audience are mostly two-wheel riders, we discussed the limitations of carrying
a full 20-pound pack for a day ride. Most agreed that the Ten Essentials that we presented
could be carried in smaller sizes and quantities.
Vicki then presented each attendee with a copy of the Survival Booklet supplied by the Idaho
Parks and Recreation Department, and we had an informal discussion about our gear, IMSARU, and whether we might present this class and possibly the Hug-a-Tree program at some
of their group outings.
A total of 51 adults with numerous children were at the meeting, along with the owners and
staff of the host Moto Tech RV/Snowmobile Dealership.

SAFETY EDUCATION AT ANSER CHARTER SCHOOL
--GREGG RETTSCHLAG
Anser Charter School is offering their 3rd and 4th grade students a survival course this school
year. Groups of twelve students spend four two-hour class sessions learning about backcountry
preparation and safety, as well as what to do if something goes wrong. IMSARU sends members to the fourth session of each group to discuss what SAR members do, what the students
can do to help us find them if they get lost and, when possible, introduce them to one of our K9
helpers.
This time around, Mitch and I covered all the background stuff, including search stories and
how they apply to what the kids have learned. Mitch took some time to unpack his 24-hour
pack, bringing on a slew of questions which he handled with ease. He also managed to round
up all of his gear, which is no small feat after young hands handled each item for further investigation. Just as Mitch and I were finishing all our material, Jen and Kato arrived and rendered
the two of us invisible.
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Jen explained what qualities make a good search dog and how Kato fills that bill. There was no
shortage of hands in the air as we requested volunteers to help Kato show how he does his job.
He was on his game, making short work of finding a “runaway,” then demonstrating how he
tells Jen he has found someone, as well as his recall-refind skills. Jen then recruited another
volunteer to demonstrate a more in-depth exercise with a student hiding while Kato was distracted. No big deal; Kato found his subject in minutes, showing he is ready for the tasks in his
upcoming certification test in May.
The Anser program is a well-thought-out, parent-led effort that will serve as a baseline of
knowledge as these young students get older and some of them start spending more time in Idaho’s backcountry. IMSARU members participating were Mitch Pelham, Gregg Rettschlag and
Jen Skeldon with K9 Kato.

TRACKER TRAINING – APRIL 7, 2014
--GAIL LONG
Ten IMSARU trackers met at 1830 hours on the sagebrush-covered hillside at the Oregon Trail
Interpretive Center just off Highway 21 in southeast Boise. The six novice trackers were divided into two teams, with each team given a line of sign that had been laid 24 hours earlier in the
hard ground covered with tough desert grasses. To make the course even more challenging, the
weather had participated as a character in the story by dousing the hillside prints with a short
but intense downpour early that morning. The extra water not only washed down some of the
ridging on the prints but also helped the stout desert grass spring back up, making the tracks
difficult to age. To add to the difficulty, the tracks were also in an area that has much traffic
(people, dogs and deer), so there were many prints to choose from.
The three certified trackers were given four parallel lines of sign. Three of those lines were set
48 hours before the training; one was set only 24 hours before. The first part of the trackers’
challenge was to choose which of the four lines of sign was the most recent. All in all, it was a
great exercise of core skills mixed in with experience-building in our native environment.
Participants were Dan Herring, Gail Long, Siw Rand, Tom Rand, Alisa Rettschlag, Dan Scovel,
Kris Scovel, Ken Swickard and Jimmie Yorgensen. Charlotte Gunn set up the problems and
then acted as coach.

CUSTOM PROGRAM FOR SAR MISSIONS
We count ourselves lucky to have so many tech-competent members [newsletter editor not included] and Don Fridrich has devised a user-friendly program to simplify on-scene record keeping for missions. It can be run on a laptop or in our Command Post trailer and has great potential for capturing information in real time for use later. Best of all, Don not only goes on a large
percentage of the missions so he knows SAR reality, but is also willing to tweak the program as
other operators suggest, “Wouldn’t it be nice if we could…?”
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K9 TRAINING – THE POWER OF FUN
TRUE STORY OF AN IMSARU ROOKIE
--ANDY STEHLING
I am a city boy from Washington D.C. who retired at 54 and ended up moving to Boise three
years ago to live near my daughter and her family. I immediately fell in love with Idaho and
Boise and the wonderful people here—and began to get out into the mountains and lakes and
rivers and deserts. I always envisioned myself as a mountain man, but the only mountains I had
ever climbed were those super-tough complex computer issues like when the entire USDA
mainframe farm crashes and 6,000 people are sitting on their hands or looking over your shoulder until it is fixed, or perhaps enabling video conferencing to the space station.
I had been wanting to get a companion dog for years but needed to settle first. Now that I felt
“planted” I went out to find my once-in-a-lifetime buddy. Of course I wanted a Field Spaniel,
and of course they are one of the rarest breeds. It took two years and three months, but I rescued a seven-month-old puppy from a family that broke up. It was love at first sight for both of
us and we are inseparable. I named him “Riffle” after the little waves that guide you as a
kayaker down the river. It took only a few off-leash walks for me to know that this dog was
bred to work. He would criss-cross in front of me at prime shotgun range, go through thickets
that squirrels would avoid, slosh through wetlands, and wait patiently until I noticed that he was
about to flush some doves from a high river debris pile. Since I shoot only clay birds, I needed
to find him (and me) a career. The IMSARU K-9 team was the answer. I get to be outdoors
and Riffle could now rescue humans like those who had helped him as a puppy: Win-Win.
The IMSARU K-9 team is as dedicated and serious about their work as any group that I have
encountered. They SAR train at least twice a week, read and watch everything rescue- or dogrelated, go to seminars and certifications, strive for excellence and advancement, and have the
most amazing animals. Well, I come from good German stock and we all know Germans can
be serious, so I started ordering Riffle around with a deep authoritative voice like a Nazi prison
camp officer. He received no treats or toys for his work, and his reward was a “Good dog.”
Meanwhile, my mentors had been extolling the virtues of making training fun for Riffle. Do
you fondly remember your father’s stern discussion about triple-checking your math homework
before showing it to him? Or your mother’s tight-lipped face when she told you to sit and stand
up straight? Or do you smile at the thoughts of the math teacher giving you a candy bar for getting an “A” and your girlfriend’s mother telling you how good your posture is?
On a recent K-9 training at Bonneville Point, Riffle was not fully getting the find-return and
mark-show as a complete operation. So Ann took me aside and said that we needed to break it
down to components and then reassemble. Logical. She had me have Riffle stay and then
come on command and “touch” me as a marker. I did; he did, sort of. I said “Good boy.” Ann
was like “Good Boy? What?” We tried again, sort of. I said “GOOD BOY!” and patted him
on the head. Ann said, “Good grief! Go get him a toy or treats, and get excited when he does
his thing!” So I got his ball and decided to become what Arnold Schwarzenegger refers to as a
“Girly Man” for the next round. The first try was rewarded with the ball, an exuberant lowdown tussle and flamboyant praise. On the second try, Riff stayed like a statue, came directly
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to me, and performed the “touch” spot-on. Lordy, Lordy! I felt silly getting all giddy like that,
but to Riffle it was fun and meant the world to him. I came home and practiced the next day
using the same happy voice and dance with treats and toys. Riffle is now reading the Wall
Street Journal and solving algebra equations.
Seriously: If you want to have a trained and dedicated dog that is a SAR “rock star,” lighten
up! Both of you need to have fun. Even if you do look silly to your neighbors and folks at the
park, they will thank you for finding them when they really need to be found.

TECHNICAL TRAINING/PBS SHOOT
--GREGG RETTSCHLAG
Ten members of the tech team, three prospective members, and two members of an Idaho Public Television (IPTV) crew spent a few hours on Saturday, April 5th, near Grimes Creek in Boise County. We had the dual purpose of technical rescue training and providing tech rescue
footage for IPTV. IPTV has been following IMSARU for over a year, documenting our training sessions and missions for an upcoming episode of “Outdoor Idaho.”
This day’s scenario was a subject, Sage, who had fallen while climbing and was lying injured at
the base of a cliff. Owen defined the system parameters and location. He then stepped aside to
narrate for the production crew while the rest of us built and operated the system. It was a great
test of our ability to stop, change directions, and put the rescuer and patient in locations on demand as the IPTV crew worked all the filming angles. The weather decided it wanted a hand in
the shoot as well, oscillating between warm sunshine, rain, and back to sun again.
The “rescue” went smoothly, and we were all given an interesting look behind the scenes, seeing what it takes to capture enough footage to tell the story to a TV audience. Multiple cameras
were employed, including a large shoulder-held “standard-looking-television-type” and helmetmounted cameras attached to rescuers and patient. After the scenario, we even put the cameraman on the system and hauled him and Owen up the cliff face to capture more footage with the
large camera.
IMSARU members participating were Jeff Ball, Francisco
Castellon, Nathan Channer, Wayne Courtain, Dan Herring,
Mike Johnson, Rodrick LeBaron, Sage Lee, Owen Miller, Jeff
Munn, Gregg Rettschlag, Dodi Sallee and Tom Wheless.

WATER LINE REPAIR
Thanks to Brad Acker, Justin Ahlin, Bob Blurton, Ron Christensen, Dale Hyatt, Jeff Munn, Bryan Walker, Tom Wheless,
Everett Wood and Jimmie Yorgensen for repairing the major
water leak under our parking lot!
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